Emerging online ideation platforms with thousands of example ideas provide an important resource for creative production. But how can ideators best use these examples to create new innovations? Recent work has suggested that not just the choice of examples, but also the timing of their delivery can impact creative outcomes. Building on existing cognitive theories of creative insight, we hypothesize that people are likely to benefit from examples when they run out of ideas. We explore two example delivery mechanisms that test this hypothesis: 1) a system that proactively provides examples when a user appears to have run out of ideas, and 2) a system that provides examples when a user explicitly requests them. Our online experiment (N=97) compared these two mechanisms against two baselines: providing no examples and automatically showing examples at a regular interval. Participants who requested examples themselves generated ideas that were rated the most novel by external evaluators. Participants who received ideas automatically when they appeared to be stuck produced the most ideas. Importantly, participants who received examples at a regular interval generated fewer ideas than participants who received no examples, suggesting that mere access to examples is not sufficient for creative inspiration. These results emphasize the importance of the timing of example delivery. Insights from this study can inform the design of collective ideation support systems that help people generate many high quality ideas.
INTRODUCTION
Ideation platforms-such as Quirky.com, Innocentive.com, 99designs.com-accumulate thousands of ideas contributed Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than ACM must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Request permissions from permissions@acm.org. by their members. Because the members can see and be inspired by each other's ideas, these collections of example ideas can serve as an important resource for creative production [8] . Ideas generated by others can help innovators working on similar problems spur new concepts by broadening their notion of the design space [19, 24, 40] and allowing for reinterpretation and recombination of ideas [19, 50, 28] . When viewing ideas for inspiration, innovators should pay attention to how to select examples [24, 45, 23, 40] , and how to judge their quality [19] . This is especially important because exposure to other ideas is not always inspirational: people often transfer solution elements from other ideas even when those ideas are known to be of low quality [10, 20] . Recent research shows that even experts are susceptible to such negative effects of exposure to other ideas [26] . Other ideas can also restrict one's understanding of the solution space, for example, by limiting one's ability to see novel uses for artifacts [18, 27] .
Consequently, much research attention has been devoted to understanding which properties of examples are associated with inspirational outcomes. For example, research has considered how the semantic relevance [8, 9, 13] , novelty [9, 1] , and diversity [15, 51, 5, 45] of examples influence ideation. However, one important question has received less attention: when should innovators look at examples?
A variety of theoretical perspectives suggest that the impact of examples on creative output not only depends on what examples are shown but also when those examples are delivered. Cognitive theories of creative ideation suggest that illtimed examples can disrupt a person's train of thought [34, 33] and that people benefit most from examples when they run out of ideas [43, 36, 31] . Research on flow and interruptions also suggest that automatic example delivery can be experienced as an as interruption if not timed appropriately [3, 2, 12] , thereby harming creative performance. However, the literature lacks empirical tests of these hypotheses.
In this paper, we empirically test whether people benefit more from examples when they are prepared to receive them compared to seeing those same examples delivered at fixed intervals. We conducted an online ideation experiment to test two "prepared" conditions-an On-demand condition, in which participants determined when to see examples, and an On-idle condition, in which participants were automatically presented with new examples when they had been idle for a period of time. We compared these conditions against two baselines: a condition where no examples were provided (None) and a condition where the examples were provided at a regular interval (On-interval). The baseline conditions let us distinguish the effect of access to examples per se from the effect of timing of the delivery of examples.
Our results show that both prepared conditions outperform the baseline conditions, but in different ways. Participants who received examples on demand produced ideas that were deemed significantly more novel by evaluators compared to participants who did not receive any examples and to participants who received examples when idle. Meanwhile, participants who received examples automatically whenever they were idle produced a larger quantity of ideas than participants in other conditions, with no significant difference in novelty compared to ideas generated by participants in either of the baseline conditions. Finally, a follow-up content analysis of the participants' ideas showed that participants who received examples on demand used examples more (i.e., borrowed/adapted more solution elements) compared to participants who received examples when idle. These results confirm that the timing of example delivery can determine the impact of examples on creative output. From a system designer's perspective, our results suggest that, instead of giving people examples in an ad hoc way, the examples should be presented at the right moment when the user is ready to make use of those examples.
RELATED WORK
Kulkarni et al. [22] examined how the timing of examples affect creative output and concluded that early or repeatedrather than late-exposure to examples improves the creativity of generated ideas. However, Kulkarni et al. delivered examples at fixed regular intervals. This may not be optimal: intuitively, one might expect that people can be more or less "prepared" to benefit from examples at different points during the ideation process.
Several theories of example use in problem solving and creative idea generation ground the intuition that people benefit more from examples when they are primed and ready. In education, the Preparation for Future Learning perspective [42, 41] posits that learners get more out of learning resources (e.g., worked examples, lectures) if they first struggle with the concepts before being exposed to those resources. Relatedly, Kapur and colleagues have shown the value of "productive failure," a two-phase instructional strategy where students first engage in generation activities (e.g., attempting to solve problems that require knowledge of the target concepts) and then engage in consolidation/instruction, where they are exposed to the target concepts in various ways [21] . These theories of learning argue that prior problem solving can prepare learners to let go of old knowledge, and prime them to notice important features of target concepts (e.g., what problem they are trying to solve).
According to a theory of idea generation called Search for Ideas in Associative Memory (SIAM) and the subsequent empirical results, example ideas can have both positive effects (cognitive stimulation) and negative effects (cognitive interference) based on when an example is shown [34, 33] . SIAM assumes two memory systems: long-term memory (permanent with unlimited capacity) and working memory (transient with limited capacity). Long term memory is partitioned into images, which are knowledge structures composed of a core concept and its features. For example, an image can have a core concept "hotel" with features like "has rooms", "has a swimming pool", and "is cheap". When generating ideas, people run a repeated two-stage search process. First, images from long term memory are retrieved and temporarily stored in working memory. Then, in the second stage, the features of the image are used to generate ideas by combining knowledge, forming new associations, or applying them to a new domain. Retrieval of images probabilistically depends on search cues (e.g., features that are active in working memory, previously generated ideas, one's understanding of the problem). An image that is already in working memory is likely to be sampled again. SIAM, therefore, implies that seeing example ideas generally helps activate new images that would not have been accessible otherwise and thus leads to production of novel ideas. However, ill-timed examples can prematurely terminate a person's train of thought, interrupt their thinking, and cause a loss of potentially creative ideas that usually come later in the session [34, 35, 3, 2] .
The Prepared Mind theory of insight offers additional insights into the optimal timing of example idea presentation. It posits that people can be more or less "prepared" to assimilate problem-relevant stimuli from the environment depending on their cognitive state [43, 36] . The theory predicts specifically that, when problem solving reaches an impasse, people maintain an open goal in memory to solve the problem, and are more motivated and better able to map problemrelevant stimuli that might have been previously ignored (e.g., because it was too semantically distant or difficult to understand/transfer). Indeed, Tseng, et al. [46] showed that people benefit more from analogically distant examples (a type of example hypothesized to be beneficial for creative inspiration [13] ) during a break from problem solving after working on the problem for a significant amount of time compared to seeing the examples before working on the problem. Similarly, Moss, et al. [31] showed that people benefited more from hints after leaving a problem in an unsolved state compared to seeing the hints before working on the problem.
The shared intuition behind all of these theories is that optimal timing of example use for creative inspiration should strike a balance between allowing the ideator to queue up their own knowledge and constraints and avoiding cognitive fixation on a certain part of solution space. Therefore we predict that delivering examples when people run out of ideas could maximize the inspirational benefit of examples. At that point, the examples can act as external stimuli to activate new knowledge in memory to combine into new ideas. In the next section, we discuss how we might accomplish this timing of examples in an idea generation platform.
TIMING OF EXAMPLE DELIVERY
We explore two mechanisms for delivering examples to innovators when they are prepared to receive them. The first mechanism is to provide examples when people explicitly re- Figure 1 . Screenshot of the ideation interface. Participants typed their ideas in the text box. After they submitted an idea, it appeared on the pane on the left. For those in the On-demand, On-idle and On-interval condition, examples were shown in the example grid above the idea entry box. The most recently received examples were shown in a big black box while earlier examples were in a gray box. The "Inspire me" button at the bottom was visible only to participants in the On-demand condition.
quest them (the On-demand condition). This approach guarantees that the examples will be provided when people are receptive to new ideas [17, 43, 36, 31] . However, people might choose suboptimal strategies for requesting examples (e.g., spending too much time looking at inspiration). People might also not be aware that they are stuck in (or biased by) old patterns of thinking [29, 7, 47] and consequently fail to request examples at an opportune time.
The second mechanism automatically provides the examples when people appear to be stuck (the On-idle condition). In this paper, we used a simple timeout mechanism: when no activity was detected in the interface for a fixed period of time, the system automatically provided a new set of examples of ideas generated by others. Prior research provides little guidance on how idle time during ideation relates to being in a "stuck" state. Therefore, we conducted a pilot study where we observed three people generating ideas in person. We looked at big time gaps between bursts of successive idea generation. Interviews with participants revealed that during these time gaps, they ran out of ideas on one thread and then started a new train of thought. We observed that these gaps tended to be approximately 30 seconds long. Thus, we decided on a fixed idle interval of 30 seconds for the On-idle condition. Analyses of time gaps before example requests in the On-demand condition of our main experiment provide further support for this choice of idle interval.
EXPERIMENT Participants
We recruited 120 participants from Amazon Mechanical Turk 1 (MTurk), an online micro-labor market. Three partic-ipants did not complete the experiment and were excluded from our analysis.
We limited recruitment to workers who resided in the U.S. and who had completed at least 1,000 HITs with greater than 95% approval rate (to reduce noise from less skilled or motivated workers). Participants were paid $2.50 for their participation.
Task and Procedure
Each participant completed two idea generation tasks. In the first task, they had 3 minutes to generate as many alternative uses for rubber bands as possible. This was a warmup task designed to familiarize participants with the system and with the example delivery mechanism. We did not include the data from this task in our analysis. In the second task, participants had 15 minutes to generate product ideas for an imaginary technology-a touch-sensitive "fabric display" that could render high resolution images and videos on any fabric through a penny-sized connector. We selected this task because it did not require extensive expertise to generate ideas, but yet was more similar to realistic design tasks than toy problems (e.g., alternative uses for a rubber band).
At the beginning of the experiment, each participant was randomly assigned to one of the four conditions:
• On-demand: Participants could request a new set of three examples whenever they wanted until they saw all available examples.
• On-idle: Participants were automatically presented with a new set of three examples when they stopped typing for 30 seconds.
• On-interval: Participants saw a new set of three examples at the beginning of the task and on regular intervals afterward (every minute for the alternative uses task and every three minutes for the product ideas task).
• None: Participants saw no examples while generating ideas.
When new examples appeared, they appeared in a set of three and were shown prominently at the top of the example grid until another set of examples came. Older examples were available throughout the idea generation session, but they were less visually prominent (Figure 1 ). Before each idea generation session, all participants were informed about how and when they would have an access to a new set of examples. After finishing the second task, participants filled out a survey on their demographic information and their experience during the last idea generation session.
Examples
There were 9 examples available for the alternative uses task and 15 examples for the product ideas task. Examples for the alternative uses task were obtained through an Internet search. Examples for the product ideas task were obtained from a pilot round of idea generation with 12 MTurk workers generating ideas for 15 minutes each. We selected examples as follows. A trained coder (an author) evaluated the 71 potential examples for the alternative uses task and the 60 ideas collected in a pilot study of the product idea tasks. The product ideas were coded with thematic tags like "advertising" and "camouflage." We also assessed the overall quality of each idea (judging both novelty and value). We assembled sets of three ideas that comprised both high quality and diverse theme, as both example quality and diversity have been shown to improve ideation performance [37, 25, 34, 45] .
Dependent Measures And Analysis
We conducted a between-subjects study with timing of example delivery (None, On-demand, On-idle and On-interval) as the sole factor.
We collected three performance measures:
• Number of nonredundant generated ideas. Six redundant ideas were removed by the first author. A sample (249 raw ideas by 29 participants) was also evaluated for redundancy by the second author, and the reliability was high, ICC(2,2) = 0.83.
• Novelty of ideas as assessed by other MTurk workers (who were not participants in the ideation study). Previous work has also used MTurk workers to evaluate creativity of ideas (e.g., [50] ).
• Value of ideas as assessed by other MTurk workers. This measure maps onto the dimensions of appropriateness (quality) and feasibility typically used in prior studies of creativity.
To evaluate Novelty and Value, each MTurk judge rated a random sample of 25-30 ideas. The evaluators were asked to read all ideas before rating them on 2 criteria, novelty and value, each on a 7-point likert scale. For novelty, we asked them to "consider how novel, original or surprising the idea is" (1-Not novel; 7-Very novel). For value, we asked them to "consider how useful the product idea is and how practical the idea sounds assuming the 'fabric display' technology is real" (1-Not valuable; 7-Very valuable).
Each of our evaluators rated a different subset of artifacts so calculating the agreement between evaluators is not feasible. However, we have evidence from a prior reliability study that this rating approach yields satisfactory reliability. Using three different types of creative artifacts, we measured how reliability improved as we increased the number of MTurk workers assessing creativity of any one idea. We found that a panel of three raters achieved inter-panel intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) of 0.432. Most (98.6%) of our ideas in this study were evaluated by at least three evaluators.
To address potential misalignments in absolute means and variances in scores between evaluators, we first normalized each evaluator's scores into z-scores. We then averaged the normalized (z-)scores for each idea across evaluators. A 0 zscore meant that an idea was rated average, negative z-score means that the idea was rated below average on that criterion.
To illustrate, here are examples of ideas with low novelty (z-)scores:
• "material for a hat" (-1.88)
• "games" (-1.87)
While these are ideas with high novelty scores:
• "Curtains that make it look like people are home when they are way. as part of a security system" (1.78)
• "Neckties -If they spill something on it at lunch, they can change the color so it blends in and don't have to worry about anyone noticing the stain." (1.28)
Here are examples of ideas with low value scores:
• "A wearable table. On long sleeved clothes." (-1.83)
• "A color changing bra that displays your favorite apps." (-1.60)
While these are ideas with high value scores:
• "Use as a stealth device for soldiers to get behind enemy lines." (1.73)
• "Provide to underfunded schools to replace their expensive projectors in classrooms." (1.44)
Once they finished generating ideas, participants in the Ondemand condition answered survey questions about when and why they requested examples (Table 1) .
We also recorded timestamps when ideas got submitted and when participants saw a new set of examples. Using these timestamps, we looked at how much time passed after the latest idea submission before participants requested new examples.
Adjustments to the Data
There were originally 25 participants in the None condition, 26 participants in the On-demand condition, 31 participants in the On-idle condition and 35 participants in the On-interval condition. Our random assignment mechanism did not ensure balanced numbers across conditions because some MTurk workers abandoned the tasks when the conditions were already assigned, hindering accurate counting of participants in different conditions.
We filtered out the participants who either never requested examples or requested examples only once because these participants might not have understood that they could request examples or keep requesting examples more than once. This excluded 7 out of 26 participants from the On-demand condition. Because evaluating ideas is costly and the numbers of participants were unbalanced, we further randomly subsampled participants in the On-idle and the On-interval conditions so that similar numbers of participants from each condition would be used in the final analysis.
We ended up with 97 participants: 25 in the None condition, 19 participants in the On-demand condition, 28 participants in the On-idle condition, and 25 participants in the Oninterval condition. These participants (along with their 1,149 ideas) constitute the final sample for our analysis.
RESULTS

Providing examples at idle time led to more ideas
We observed a significant main effect of timing of example delivery on the number of ideas generated by participants (F(3,93)=3.26, p = 0.0249). On Average, participants in the On-idle condition generated the most ideas (M=13.8), followed by participants in the On-demand condition (M=10.94), the None condition (M=10.88) and the Oninterval condition (M=8.80) (Figure 2 ). The pairwise Student's T comparisons show significant difference between participants in the On-idle condition and the On-interval condition. There was no difference between the other pairs. Number of generated ideas Figure 2 . Participants in the On-idle condition generated significantly more ideas than participants in the On-interval condition. Error bars show standard error.
On-demand example requests led to more novel ideas
We observed a significant main effect of timing of example delivery on the average novelty of ideas (F(3,93)=4.89, p = 0.0034). The pairwise Student's T comparisons show that participants in the On-demand condition (M=0.18) generated ideas that were deemed significantly more novel than those in the None condition (M=-0.18) and those in the Onidle condition (M=-0.01). The difference between the Ondemand condition and the On-interval condition (M=0.05) was not significant (Figure 3 ).
We did not observe any statistically significant differences across conditions for the average value rating of ideas (F(3,93)=1.18, p = 0.32).
Mean ( Figure 3 . The mean novelty z-score for participants in the On-demand condition is significantly higher than for those in the None and On-idle condition. There is no statistically significant difference across conditions for the value scores. Error bars show standard error.
FOLLOW-UP ANALYSES
We conducted two sets of follow-up analyses to address questions raised by the main findings. These analyses focused on understanding why and when participants requested examples, and exploring hypotheses about why the prepared conditions (i.e., the On-demand and On-idle conditions) had different impacts on participants' creative performance. On average, participants requested a new set of examples 31.19 seconds (SD = 44.37s) after they submitted their latest ideas (excluding example requests that came before participants submitted their first idea). This average idle time suggests that our choice of 30s delay in the On-idle condition was reasonable.
Why and when did participants request examples?
However, inspecting these idle time distributions across the session yields a more nuanced picture (Figure 4) . First, idle times before requesting examples tend to be shorter earlier in a session: idle times for the first and second example requests tended to be shorter than 30s. Second, there was a considerable amount of variability between participants in terms of idle times: while the mean idle time is close to 30s, participants sometimes waited more than a minute before requesting examples. Order of example set in session Seconds since last idea 
How did participants use examples?
To better understand the observed differences between the On-demand and On-idle conditions, we conducted a content analysis of the examples' impact on participants' ideas. We sampled all ideas that participants generated immediately after an example set was seen to compare against their corresponding example sets. We also included the most recent prior idea (generated within 30 seconds or less than the last seen example set) for comparison because it was common for participants to generate successive ideas within the same category or with shared functional features. In some cases, example sets were seen in succession without any ideas generated in between. In these cases, we considered the impact of the last set of examples on the next idea. This sampling procedure yielded 145 example-idea cases: 89 in the On-idle condition, and 56 in the On-demand condition. Our goal was to identify whether and how examples influenced the ideas participants generated.
The content analysis was conducted by an expert panel comprising the first and second authors. The panel separately analyzed each example-idea case to identify whether the idea appeared to be influenced by any of the examples just seen. The prior idea was included as a comparison point, since features in the idea could have plausibly been transferred/adapted from a prior idea, rather than from one or more of the examples [33] . We only considered features shared with examples that did not overlap with those of the prior idea. Specifically, we considered two kinds of example influence, following cognitive theories about example use [6, 2. Transfer of surface features, where the panel agreed that the idea appeared to share application contexts (e.g., use for health/exercise, sports/games, learning/education) and basic features (e.g., positioning on clothing/furniture) also present in one or more preceding examples (and absent in the prior idea). For example, the idea "To have beating organs on the outside of your clothing" shares the same domain concept-body organ-with "Attached with a sensor to detect body heat or heart rate, the fabric can make for clothes that detect if you are stressed out or fatigued. It will display peaceful images in soothing colors when you are stressed out".
Structural and surface features were considered separately to examine the possibility that participants in the On-demand condition were generating more novel ideas by engaging in far transfer (i.e., transferring structural features but not surface features [13] ). The panel also took note of the number of examples that appeared to have influenced the idea.
The panel was blind to condition throughout the analysis. The panel first identified a list of features considered to be structural and surface. Then, the panel analyzed each exampleidea case in an iterative manner with discussions progressing until resolution was reached. Earlier coded cases were reanalyzed in light of insights gained from later cases.
Out of the 145 example-idea cases, only 4 ideas (from 2 participants from the on-idle condition) were identical (or nearly identical) to the given examples. For example, a participant generated idea "A flag that changes between various nations." when they saw an example "A multinational flag. Instead of having more than different flags for different nations, you can save space by having one flag that rotate showing flags of various nations." We further inspected the ideas of these two participants and found that the copied ideas made up only a small portion of their generated ideas. The panel did not count structural or surface transfers from these copied ideas. Figure 5 shows transfer rates for the On-idle and On-demand conditions (averaged across participants). A simple z-test for a difference in proportions yields a significant coefficient(z=3.82, p < .001), indicating that transfer was observed in a statistically higher proportion of cases in the On-demand condition compared to the On-idle condition. This data suggest that participants in the On-demand condition used examples more often than participants in the On-idle condition. Analysis by type of feature transfer yielded similar results (see Figure 6 ). Transfer rates were higher for On-demand cases for both structural (z=2.55, p < .05) and surface features (z=3.68, p < .001). Importantly, the ratio of structural to surface transfers was similar for both conditions. These findings suggest that differences in novelty between the Ondemand and On-idle conditions may be due to quantitative (i.e., more cases of examples actually influencing ideation) rather than qualitative differences (e.g., more sophisticated transfer) in how the participants used the examples. .
DISCUSSION
Adding to prior work showing the importance of considering
what examples to see, our results demonstrate the importance of carefully considering when to see examples. Giving participants acces to examples on demand led to the highest ratings for novelty (but did not boost productivity). Automatically presenting examples to participants whenever they were idle also benefited ideation, but only for number (and not novelty/value) of ideas. In contrast, participants who received examples at regular intervals produced the fewest ideas (even fewer than participants who saw no examples at all). We now unpack these findings in more detail and draw out their implications for cognitive theories of creativity and the design of platforms for collaborative inspiration.
Why were on-demand and on-idle effects so different?
Why were there differences in the novelty of generated ideas between the On-demand and the On-idle conditions given that both interventions aimed to offer examples to people when they were stuck in a mental rut? One possible explanation may be related to our specific mechanism for automatically inferring when the person was stuck. Delivering examples when a person is idle for 30 seconds might be too simple or we might not have picked the right threshold time to infer the stuck moment. Our follow-up analyses of the idle timing data from the On-demand condition showed that the average waiting time was approximately 30 seconds, suggesting that, on average, our choice of idle interval was reasonable. Nevertheless, there was also variability in the wait times, both between participants and within sessions. While we do not believe the pattern of effects of on-idle examples is idiosyncratic to our choice of idle interval, future work exploring more nuanced idle intervals might yield more precise estimates of the size of these effects.
From a theoretical perspective, a more interesting alternative explanation might be that awareness is a key component of a prepared mind: that is, to benefit from inspirational stimuli, being stuck is not enough-you must also know that you are stuck. Theoretically, our results suggest that theories of creative insight inspiration (such as the Prepared Mind theory [43, 36, 31] ) should pay more attention to metacognitive factors (e.g., awareness of one's own cognitive states). Practically, interventions designed to increase metacognitive awareness (e.g., mindfulness training) may help people maximize opportunities for inspiration. Future experiments might explore if on-idle inspiration delivery combined with such interventions could match the benefits of on-demand example delivery.
Alternatively, perhaps participants in the On-idle condition benefited less from examples because the examples were delivered while they were still productively accessing knowledge within a given category, even if they were not typing into the system. Our example sets were diverse and would probably have required participants to switch categories in order to recombine them into new ideas. SIAM theory [34, 33] predicts that switching categories requires effort, and can lead to productivity losses. Perhaps On-idle inspiration delivery could still be beneficial if the examples were "personalized" (e.g., coherent extensions of a user's current solution path). Such examples could activate other knowledge that is related to currently activated knowledge. Prior work has suggested that deep exploration within a category is an alternative (and often overlooked) pathway to highly creative ideas [32, 39] . Future work could develop novel mechanisms for real-time semantic analysis of participants' solution paths, and conduct experiments to test whether personalized inspiration could further help people benefit from inspirational examples.
Although participants in the On-idle condition produced ideas that were rated as slightly less novel than those generated by participants who received examples on demand, they were the most productive. This result suggests that we can prime peo-ple to produce more ideas by showing them examples when they are idle without sacrificing the novelty or value of generated ideas. This productivity gain might be explained by the fact that new examples were presented to them before they realized that they were stuck, allowing them to pursue a new train of thought sooner instead of wasting time waiting for new ideas. However, the follow-up analysis suggested that participants in the On-idle condition did not use examples to guide their ideation as often as the On-demand participants. An alternative explanation that is more consistent with the data is that the appearance of a new set of examples signaled to people that their performance was being monitored and thus nudged them to keep on working. Prior work has shown that people increase their rate of idea generation when they know their work is being watched or will later be evaluated [48, 30, 44] . However, there is little evidence that this increased productivity also leads to higher quality (or more novel) ideas. Indeed, people often refrain from exploring "wild ideas" if they know or perceive that they are being evaluated for their ideas, a phenomenon known as evaluation apprehension [14, 11] . Future work that explores idea generation systems with automatic example delivery mechanisms should test this alternative explanation, and carefully consider participants' perceptions of automated support when designing such systems.
Did examples really help?
One important question to consider in interpreting the results is whether the examples really helped. For example, did participants in the on-demand condition merely copy features from the examples? Our follow-up content analysis suggests that they did indeed use examples to guide their idea generation to a greater extent than the on-idle participants: does this mean then that they were not being creative? One thing we can rule out is that participants were simply copying the examples wholesale. In additional follow-up analyses of ideas generated in the on-idle and on-demand conditions, participants usually generated ideas that shared features with examples instead of simply copying them. Even in rare cases when participants submitted an idea that was almost identical to the examples, subsequent ideas were their own original ideas. We suspect that submitting ideas very similar to examples helped jolt their train of thoughts.
However, ruling out wholesale copying still leaves the question of whether ideas generated by solution transfer can be considered creative. We agree with other authors [28, 38] that solution transfer per se does not mean that the resulting ideas are not creative (or were not produced by a creative process). Cognitive research strongly suggests that all idea generation is inevitably structured by prior knowledge [47] , and studies of real-world creative behavior underscore the central importance of building on prior knowledge [16, 19] . When this structuring and solution transfer leads to ideas that are novel and valuable, we say that the idea was "inspired by" or "built upon" the example(s) [28, 19] ; in contrast, when the results are less desirable, we say that the designer was "fixated" by the examples [26, 38] . Here, the fact that the on-demand participants mostly generated more novel ideas (and did not merely copy examples) suggests the former interpretation of the effects of examples is appropriate.
Further insights into the potential harm of examples
Our results also join prior work in highlighting the potential negative effects of examples. Here, we add the insight that at least some of the negative effects of examples may be due to when they are seen. Although participants in the On-interval condition generated ideas that were no less novel than those in the On-demand condition, they were the least productive (even less productive than people who saw no examples at all). One potential explanation-consistent with the SIAM model-might be that the examples were experienced as interruptions or distractions, rather than inspiration; much prior work has demonstrated that interruptions are detrimental to performance [3] . Some authors have also suggested that interruptions and distractions can be especially detrimental when one is in a state of heightened focus and concentration on a creative task [12] . While this effect might be caused by our choice of time interval, this result does demonstrate that it is possible to harm productivity with ill-timed example delivery. More in-depth examination of the effect of different length of time interval could shed some light on whether negative effects of fixed interval example delivery stem from poorly selected time intervals, or whether any fixed interval example delivery is likely to be suboptimal.
CONCLUSION
In this paper we explored the question of how the impact of examples changes depending on when they are seen during ideation. We conducted an online experiment exploring two mechanisms for delivering examples at the right moment: a system that provides examples upon request and a system that proactively provides examples when a user is idle. Our results show that people benefit most from examples when they are prepared for it. Showing examples to people when they have been idle for a period of time helps people come up with more (but not necessarily better) ideas, while showing examples on-demand helps people come up with more novel ideas. In contrast, ill-timed example delivery might harm productivity, leading to fewer ideas.
These findings help support and refine theories of creative inspiration. Future work can explore different variation of time intervals for the On-idle and On-demand conditions. The length of "stuck" time interval might vary and depend on the stage of idea generation. Our findings also point toward the benefits of personalized examples that would be most helpful to people at a specific point in time. The examples in our experiment were ideas generated by participants from the pilot study or collected from the Internet search by the authors. In more realistic settings, these examples can come from various sources such as a personal collections or existing related public idea repositories where there are thousands of ideas available. Or, if people are generating ideas in groups, these inspirations can be ideas generated by others. Once a system gathers these ideas, it can select which one to show using existing methods to select a set of inspiring examples [49, 45] We plan to explore novel mechanisms for real-time semantic analysis of people's idea exploration to gain a deeper understanding of how to best provide them with inspiration. We hope that this line of research will lay the foundation for a new generation of intelligent idea-generation support systems that augment human creativity.
